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AUTOMATIC PROCESSING OF GAMMA RAY SPECTRA EMPLOYING CLASSICAL AMD

MODIFIED FOURIER TRANSFORM APPROACH

Sarbjit Singh Rattana and V.K. Madanb

aRadiochemistry Division, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre,

Bombay - 400 085, India.
bElectronics Division, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre,

Bombay - 400 085, India.

INTRODUCTION

Modern nuclear spectrometers such as gamma ray spectrometers

collect a vast volume of data containing a great amount of

information. Computers have been used for processing of nuclear

spectra since the last few decades. Most of the spectral

processing programs rely on least squares peak fitting functions.

It is generally assumed that this is the only alternative. These

methods entirely dominate the literature of this field. However,

great care must be taken when applying these classical techniques

as user plays a major role in determining the quality of the

result. These techniques do not pose a big problem when used for

the analysis of singlets. Spectra containing complex peaks,

particularly with low precision statistics, are difficult to

analyze. Doublets are the most commonly occurring complex

peaks[1-4].

The benefits of digital signal processing (DSP) are now

widely accepted in diverse applications of science and

technology. It is a modern and extraordinary rich field. Madan et

al.[l] have recently given a fundamental classification of

signals as Type I and Type II based on the problems of aliasing

and quantization noise. DSP has demonstrated advantages for Type

II signals including nuclear spectra. DSP techniques, widely used

for processing Type I Signals, are generally not used for the

processing of Type II signals. The classification has thus

enhanced the role of DSP for Type II signals[2]. Nuclear

Spectra[2] and demographic returns[5] are some of the signals



which have yet been identified as Type II signals.

The processing of nuclear spectra involves many steps viz.

smoothing, identification of significant peaks, finding envelope

and peak limits, identification of singlets and doublets, peak

areas of singlets and components of doublets, and energy and

efficiency calibration etc.

This report presents the classical techniques for smoothing,

identification of significant peaks, significance index, envelope

and peak limits, uncertainty in a peak area, estimation of full

width and half maximum (FWHM), identification of singlets and

doublets, area estimation of singlets[6]. For the analysis of

doublets, Hadan et al.[2] have mathematically formalized modified

discrete Fourier transform (MDFT) and pioneered its application

to the analysis of nuclear spectral envelopes. This report

demonstrates the MDFT technique and extends it to facilitate

routine analysis of nuclear spectra[7]. it also describes a

method that was used for energy and efficiency calibration and

presents results of analyzing observed gamma ray spectra and

their comparison with those obtained with SAMPO[8] and those

derived from Table of Radioisotopes[9]. The program SAHPO has

been top ranked in international comparisons and is a widely used

spectral analysis program since the last 25 years.

SMOOTHING

Nuclear spectra are smoothed to remove random fluctuations.

A widely cited and popular method given by Savitzky and Golay[10]

was used for smoothing. The smoothing method has both phase and

group delays as zero. Hence it does not cause any phase

distortion[11]. Let (X(m)} be an observed spectrum consisting of

N channels, m is an independent variable specifying channel

number. The smoother spectrum (Y(m)} is obtained as

Y(m) = [17 X(m) + 12 {X(m-1)+X(m+1)} - 3 {X(ra-2)+X(m+2)}]/35 (1)

For most spectrometers used for routine analysis, the above

smoothing equation specifying a 5-wide smoothing interval is



adequate. However, for stringent spectroscopic work, one can use

the Fourier transform based smoothing interval proposed by Kekre

et al.[12].

PEAK IDENTIFICATION

For peak identification, a combined check is made of first

and second smoothed derivatives of (X(m)}. Let {Y'(m)} and

<Y"(m)) be the first and second derivative spectrum

respectively[6,10]. They are given by

Y'(m) = [ -2 X(m-2) - X(m-l) + X(m+1) + 2 X(»«H-2) ] / 10 (2)

Y"(m) = [2 X(m-2) - X(m-l) - 2 X(m) - X(m+1) + 2 X(ra+2)]/7 (3)

The variance, a2, of the second smoothed derivative is given by

a2 = [4 X(m-2) + X(m-l) + 4 X(m) + X(m+1) + 4 X(m+2)]/49 (4)

A peak is assumed to be present at channel m if the

following criteria are satisfied simultaneously.

Y"(m) < 0 ;

ABS (Y"(m)) > a and ABS(Y"(m)) > ABS(Y»(m±l)) ;

Y'(m-l) > 0 and Y'(m+1) < 0 (5)

The exact peak location is estimated by linearly

interpolating the first smoothed consecutive derivatives that are

greater and lesser than zero respectively.

PEAK ENVELOPE
The peak is descended from the top channel as long as

Y(m±l) < Y(m) - 0.5 \/ Y(m) (6)

the square root of Y(m) is the statistical uncertainty associated

with Y(m). The minus sign is for the peak envelope limit on the

lower energy side of the peak and plus sign is used for the

higher energy side of the peak[6].



PEAK LIMITS

The following method is proposed to find peak limits. Y(m)

is descended from the top channel in a peak with the following

constraint in addition to that given by Eq.(6).

Y(m+1) < Y(m) + 0.5 \/ Y(m) (7)

Peak limits (Jx and J2) are found by averaging the limits

computed using Eqs. (6) and (7). Peak envelopes are used for

computing modified Fourier transforms and peak limits are used

for estimating gross and net area.

BACKGROUND SUBTRACTION

Background subtraction used for area evaluation was a step-

like background[13,14]. The stepped background, B(J), at channel

J was computed from[14]

B(J) = 1 - [ Z Y(I) / E2 Y(I) ] (8)

The stepped background is assumed to account for the loss of

energy from the sensitive volume of the detector.

PEAK AREA AND UNCERTAINTY

The net peak area, A, both for singlets and doublets was

calculated between channels Jj_ and J2 representing peak limits. A

step-like function was used for the background subtraction to

arrive at the net peak area. However, the uncertainty, dA, in the

area A, was calculated using a simple function with linear

background subtraction[6]

dA = { S2 Y(J) + 0.25 (Jj-Jj+l)2 * [ Y(J±) + Y(J2) ] }
X/2 (9)

JJ

The peak significance index, Sm, is indicated by A/dA. For

stringent calculation of Sm, one has to reformulate part of Eq.

(9) for the step-like background. For simplicity of calculation,

dA is calculated from Eq. (9). A peak is generally taken as

significant if Sm > 2.



FULL WIDTH AT HALF MAXIMUM (FWHM)

Let the net peak height at the peak channel be Y(max). Let

B(m) be the background counts at channel m. Starting at the top

channel the peak is descended on its both sides as long as

Y(m) > [ Y(max) / 2 ] + B(m) (10)

FWHM is calculated by the number of channels spanning the descent

plus the fraction of channels that turn the inequality in Eq.

(10) to equality. The fraction of channels contributing to the

FWHM is calculated by linearly interpolating the descent from the

channels given by the Eq. (10).

A singlet is present if the expected FWHM differs within 25%

of the observed FWHM else it is taken as a doublet[6].

PEAK AREA

For a singlet the peak area is estimated by summing

background subtracted spectrum between peak limits. For a doublet

peak area is estimated under the two overlapping peak components

by summing the background subtracted spectrum between the low

energy peak limit of the low energy peak component and high

energy peak limit of the high energy peak component. It can be

further divided once ratio of areas of peak components are found.

The above method of area evaluation is a simple and accurate

method of finding peak area under a singlet or a doublet.

ANALYSIS OF DOUBLET

For the analysis of doublets, Inonye[15] had proposed a

signal processing technique 30 years back. He described the

technique by using Fourier integral transform. The method was not

amenable to processing nuclear spectral envelopes consisting of a

few channels as those obtained with modern nuclear spectrometers.

Madan at al.[2] rediscovered the technique. They gave

mathematical formalism of MDFT, proposed and demonstrated the use

of MDFT to process spectral envelopes of low statistical



precision acquired with modern spectrometers. They also

recommended to confine mathematical operations to spectroscopic

frequencies to avoid noist; amplification. It was found that in

the MDFT based method the principle of the method plays an

important role in the analysis and it can be applied quite

confidently[2]. There is probably no other spectral analysis

method where the just mentioned two merits are satisfied

simultaneously.

MODIFIED DISCRETE FOURIER TRANSFORM

The MDFT of an observed nuclear spectrum (Y(ro)} is defined
as[2]

N-l -j2mnk
C(k) = S Y(m) exp( ),

m=0 N+p

k = 0, 1, ... , N+p-1 (11)

where C(k) is the ktn MDFT coefficient, k is the frequency

integer, the Let n be the angular frequency corresponding to k.

MDFT gives frequency spacing of 2sr/(N+p) rad. and that can be

varied easily by varying the value of p. In a real situation the

value of p may be on the order of 500. The MDFT helps in

identifying and extracting information from narrow band frequency

components.

The plot of |c(k)| vs. k is the amplitude or magnitude

spectrum and that of jc(k)| /(N+p) vs. k is the frequency power

spectrum.

Thus the original complex nuclear spectral envelopes can be

processed by using MDFT to remove ambiguities and enhance the

accuracy of determining information intensive narrow band

frequency components.

GENERATION AND ANALYSIS OF NUCLEAR SPECTRA

A nuclear spectrum is generated in two steps. Firstly the

photons produce fast electrons by losing energy. The fast

electron energy is converted to electric charge and is governed



by the following convolution[1,2]

g(E) = j(E) * h(E) (12)

where,

g(E) = Data collected in a multi channel analyzer,

j(E) = Incident spectrum

h(E) = The unit impulse response function of the detector system

E is the quantized energy.

Let j(E) be the incident spectrum with impulse areas Ax and

A2 at energies E2 and E2 respectively.

j(E) = Ax SiE-E^ + A2 6(E-E2) (13)

g(E) is erroneously referred to in the literature as a nuclear

spectrumf 2].

By taking MDFT of Egs. (12) and (13), we get

G(0) = J(«) H(fi) (14)

or J(fl) = G(«) / H(n) (15)

and J(n) = Ax expC-jOE]^) + A2 exp(-jnE2) (16)

G(tl), J(n) and H(n) are the MDFT of g(E), j(E) and h(E)

respectively.

From equation (15), we get

|J(O)| - |G(0)| / |H(n)| (17)

or in terns of frequency power spectral ratio

|j(n)|2 - |G(n)|2 / |H(n)|2 (is)

It can be shown that the relative maxima and minima of
IJ(0)|2 occur at

°min " (2n-l)ir / |E1-E21 (20)

where, n is a positive integer.

From the abscissa and the ordinate values of the relative extrema

mentioned above, it is possible to find A1# A2 and |E1~ E2|.

The problem associated with determining the coordinates of

the relative extrema can be easily explained from the frequency

response of a Gaussian which is also a Gaussian and their FWHMs



in the energy, E, and the angular frequency, fl, domain are'

related as[2]

FWHME = 5.55 / FWHMn (21>

Most of the spectroscopy information is concentrated in the

low frequencies and it is evident from Eq. (21) that the

calculations after a certain frequency, depending on FWHM, may

become questionable. The amplitudes of the numerator and the

denominator in the Eq. (18) may become vanishingly small as we go

towards * rad. In real data the signal to noise ratio also

deteriorates as we go towards w radians. Therefore, the first

relative maximum and minimum are, in general, more reliable and

can be used for further information extraction. Further high

frequency arithmetic operations can be avoided to permit more

confident application of the digital technique.

In an observed spectrum, it is easier to isolate a singlet

that is response to an impulse of unknown area. Using it makes it

easier to determine the ratio, R, of the areas of the peak

components of a doublet. Let the absolute difference between the

first two consecutive extreme be d in the distribution of the

Napierian logarithm of the frequency power spectral ratio for the

doublet. R is given by[2]

R = ( ed/2 + 1 ) / ( ed/2 - 1 ) (22)

Since R>1, it is necessary to identify the low and the high

energy doublet component. For the identification of the low and

the high energy component of a doublet, net area under the

envelope is divided equally energy wise into two parts. The equal

energy area of each side is calculated by summation. The side

which has greater area has more intense peak component. This

identifies the components. Area under a doublet envelope is

calculated by summation. It is divided in the ratio, R, to get

the areas of the components of the doublet.

The MDFT technique requires that the peak shape of the

singlet used for the analysis of doublet envelopes should

represent the proper response function of the spectrometer.

Alternatively the singlet used should be as close to the doublet

as possible to get accurate results of an analysis. To overcome

8



the problem of locating a singlet close to the doublet, a

technique of interpolation was proposed[7]. It helps in the

routine analysis of the spectra.

INTERPOLATION

It was proposed to store a number of singlet envelopes

spread throughout the spectral range of acquisition of the

spectrometer. A doublet envelope should be analyzed, both for

energy separation and area ratio, with all the singlets. The

correct values of both the results can be obtained by separate

quadratic interpolation of both the results of the analyses at

the mid energy value of the doublet envelopes[7]•

The peak position of the less intense component of a doublet

is determined from the peak position of the intense component

determined previously and the peak separation found by the MOFT

method.

DEMONSTRATION OF THE MDFT TECHNIQUE

Firstly the MDFT technique is demonstrated and then the

method is used for the> analysis of a 152Eu gamma-spectrum. The

MDFT technique was demonstrated on two observed doublets acquired

from 232Tn fission spectrum. The doublets were of low

statistical precision and included closely-spaced peak

components. The singlets required for processing the doublets

were derived from the same spectra. The processing of the

spectral doublets are extremely difficult.

Fig 1. shows two closely spaced doublets I and II. It is

extremely difficult to extract information from the doublets.

Figs. 2 and 3 show the distributions of the power spectral ratios

for the doublets I and II respectively. Using the first two

relative extrema from the Figs. 2 and 3 the peak separation and

area ratios were computed. The areas of the components of the

peaks were computed by dividing the total area under the doublet

in the ratios just mentioned before.

The peak components for the doublets I and II were separated

by 4.65 and 2.35 channels and peak area of the components were



1445 and 872; 157 and 305 respectively. The SAMPO gave peak

separation of 4.46 and 2.48 and peak area of the components as

1465 and 834; 155 and 374 for the doublets I and II respectively.

The spectra were of low statistical precision and particularly

the doublet II was of very low significance. The results,

therefore, compared favorably.

AUTOMATIC ANALYSIS OP 152Eu SPECTRUM

The above mentioned methods were used for the processing of

observed nuclear spectra. A 4096 channel 152Eu spectrum was

acquired using a 8% HPGe detector. The spectrum was also

processed with SAMPO. For the doublets the standard values of

peak ratio and their energies were derived from the Table of

Radioisotopes and they too were used for the comparison. In order

to test the above mentioned technique the analysis of gamma ray

spectrum of 152Eu was carried out. After smoothing the spectrum,

forty seven peaks having significance limit above 2 were detected

automatically. The peak position, envelope limits, peak limits

for area, significance, gross area and net area were calculated

for all the detected peaks. The energy and efficiency data were

used to determine the energy of each peak and its gamma-ray

emission rates.

The above theory employing MDFT and quadratic interpolation

was used for the analysis of observed doublets having peak

components at energies 411.122 and 416.045, 564.010 and 566.420,

674.698 and 678.586, and 1085.885 and 1089.706 keV acquired from

a 152Eu source. Ten singlets from the same spectrum were used for

the analysis of the doublet. The energy of the singlets varied

front 121.78 keV to 1408.00 keV. The singlets were used for

finding peak difference in channels of the components of the

doublet and the ratio of the peak areas.

Table 1 and Table 2 show the results of the analyses by

using the proposed interpolation method, SAMPO[8] and those

derived from Table of Radioisotopes[9]. From the Table 1, it is

seen that the singlet at 121.78 keV gave the peak difference of

7.53 channels and peak ratio of 4.53 while the singlet at 1408.00

10



kev gave the peak difference of 8.53 channels and peak ratio of

6.58 for the 1085.885,1089.706 keV pair. There is a difference of

one channel in the peak differences and 2.05 in the peak ratios

in this energy range variation of singlet used for the analysis

of the doublet. The variations in the peak differences are less

sensitive to that of the peak ratio with the change of a singlet

energy used for the analysis. The variations, both in the peak

difference and peak ratio, are large when the two singlets at

extreme energy are used. It is clearly seen from the Table 1 that

as the difference between the mid point energy of the components

of the doublet and the energy of a singlet reduced, the results

were more closer to those obtained with SAMPO and derived from

the literature. Hence, it is concluded that the singlet used for

the analysis should have the energy value near to that of a

doublet to be analyzed.

Since it may not always be possible to locate a singlet that

is close to a doublet, the proposed technique of interpolation

was verified. A doublet was analyzed with ten singlets derived

from the same spectrum. The peak differences and the peak ratios

were each fitted with a quadratic least squares fit. From it, the

peak difference and the peak ratio was interpolated at the energy

equal to the mid point energy of the doublet envelope. Table 2

gives the interpolated value of the peak difference and the peak

ratio obtained for different doublet peaks along with those

obtained with SAMPO and obtained from the Table of Radioisotopes.

The peak difference in channels was calculated using the energy

calibration of the spectrometer and reported energies in the

literature. The peak ratio of components of doublets were

calculated using the reported abundances and assuming no change

in the efficiency of the detector in a doublet region.

From the Tables 1 and 2, it is evident that the proposed

technique is quite effective and enhances the accuracy of the

results for the analysis of doublets employing the MDFT method.

The above method for the analysis of a doublet for finding

peak difference and area of its components was used in the

development of a complete computer program for the automatic

11



analysis of a gamma ray spectrum. The computer program was

written on a PC/AT. This program requires a spectrum from a

standard source which contains some suitable number of singlets

which are used for the analysis of a doublet using the MDFT

method for the required energy region. The same spectrum can be

used for the energy calibration of the detector used. An 152Eu

source is suitable for this purpose. It has about ten relatively

intense singlets in the energy region up to 1.5 MeV. The standard

spectrum and the spectrum to be analyzed are read from two

different files. These spectra are smoothed using five point

smoothing. The smoothed spectra are stored in the corresponding

files named as DSP.OU1 and DSP.OU2. The peak positions and peak

regions of the singlets are noted from the smoothed spectrum of

the standard source required for calibration. The data file

DSP.DAI contains the regions of singlets required for the

interpolation to be carried for the analysis of doublet peaks.

The data file DSP.DA2 contains the energy calibration and

efficiency calibration data of the detector. Once all the

relevant files are ready, an unknown spectrum can be easily
analyzed.

COMPARISON OF RESULTS

The program was used for the analysis of a gamma ray

spectrum acquired from a 152Eu source. The spectrum was analyzed

using the present program and using SAMPO. Table 3 gives the

comparison of results obtained with the present program and those

obtained with SAMPO. The results have been found to be comparable

within the statistical limits. The merit of the program is that

the analysis of a doublet is carried out using MDFT technique

where the principle of the method plays an important role. The

program takes about 40 second, on a PC-AT or its clone for the

complete analysis of an unknown spectrum consisting of 4096

channels and is comparable or better than any computer program

that can run on a similar computing facility.

12



CONCLUSION

This report presents a combined approach of using classical

and signal processing to the analysis of a gamma-ray spectrum.

Gamma-ray spectra have recently been classified as Type II

signals and it has enhanced the role of DSP in nuclear

spectroscopy. The combined approach can be used confidently and

it has enhanced the role of the principle of the method and

diminished the role of the user in the quality of the analysis. A

computer program was written for the automatic analysis of a

gamma-ray spectrum. The files containing the computer program,

sample spectrum with results obtained with the proposed

methodology may be obtained from the authors on request.
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Table 1.
The effect of singlet energies for the analysis of a doublet pair
of 1085.885 - 1089.706 keV

—Singlet peaks used
Peak energy
121.7758
244.6923
344.286
778.920
867.384
964.110
1112.075
1212.934
1299.158
1408.002

Peak channel
273.883
532.103
741.283
1654.351
1840.261
2043.379
2354.476
2566.445
2747.648
2976.599

—Doublet peak
Channel diff.
7.529
7.529
7.758
8.000
8.000
8.000
8.258
8.258
8.258
8.533

analysis—
Area ratio
4.526
4.650
4.765
5.355
5.484
5.690
6.356
6.205
6.307
6.583

Table 2.
Comparison of results obtained for interpolated values for the
doublet peak by the proposed technique with that of SAMPO.

Energies of peaks
doublet in keV

Peak differences
SAMPO[8] Proposed Literature[9]

411.122 - 416.045 10.09 9.929
564.010 - 566.420 4.537 4.362
674.698 - 678.586 8.468 8.529
1085.885 - 1089.706 8.201 8.178

10.339 + 0.014
5.061 ± 0.030
8.215 ± 0.015
7.998 ± 0.025

Energies of peaks
doublet in keV

Peak ratios
SAMPO[8] Proposed Literature[9]

411.122 - 416.045 21.07 15.941
564.010 - 566.420 3.909 4.249
674.698 - 678.586 2.720 2.444
1085.885 - 1089.706 5.898 5.808

20.163 ± 0.604
3.620 ± 0.125
2.808 ± 0.114
5.813 + 0.155
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Table 3.
Comparison of results obtained for the peak position and peak
area for the analysis of gamma ray spectrum carried out by the
proposed technique with that of SAMPO using 152Eu source on a 8%
HPGe detector coupled to a 4096 channel analyser.

Using SAMPO Program
Peak Position Net Peak Area
101.803
113.621
175.361
195.568
222.910
273.897
532.096
546.569
587.582
596.956
639.770
680.392
700.303
710.099

741.268
790.590
828.914
881.709
891.804
950.693

1044.527

1075.761
1110.921
1202.882
1207.519
1249.704

1396.930
1435.148
1443.616
1464.761

101976.000
52162.301
3649.050
3525.000
1112.720

787498.000
137070.000

1377.500
1363.680
737.575

6571.200
827.085

1079.710
1674.410

338025.000
10035.000
653.038

23467.400
1113.710

30179.100
3685.970

1321.000
499.804

3488.280
892.412
3398.270

922.965
1087.320
2927.360
5383.740

—Using Proposed Program—
Peak Position Net Peak Area
101.759
113.569
175.386
196.604
223.243
273.883
532.103
546.270
587.391
596.800
639.731
680.258
698.955
710.048
733.243
741.283
790.579
828.829
881.699
891.730
950.680

1044.529
1054.723
1075.729
1110.911
1202.940
1207.302
1249.646
1294.331
1396.981
1435.065
1443.594
1464.759

110441.000
63985.762
2362.275
5346.444
3264.771

797799.125
137296.500

815.182
1307.014
845.990

6536.189
547.751
461.416

1503.767
367.905

339792.406
10779.634
557.553

23457.328
1228.265

30368.816
2399.184
219.188

1303.873
489.394

3411.430
802.847

3770.147
184.847

1011.522
1248.260
3050.673
5707.214
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Using SAMPO Program
Peak Position Net Peak Area

—Using Proposed Program—
Peak Position Net Peak Area

1515.498
1529.260
1624.839
1633.323
1654.343
1720.650
1785.828
1840.242
1949.486
1963.995
2043.372
2129.860
2299.338
2307.539
2354.482

2566.448
2644.302
2733.894
2747.672

2976.613

3080.928
3087.916
3229.803

714.348
1981.370
903.291
604.358

70532.203
1858.730
645.621

20430.699
2150.990
1232.840

65053.301
2820.830

41254.199
6994.440
52992.500

5147.750
646.690
289.946

5538.370

65623.000

1598.960
587.861
740.021

1515.549
1529.312
1624.695
1633.287
1654.351
1720.633
1785.780
1840.261
1949.471
1964.065
2043.379
2129.842
2299.346
2307.524
2354.476
2429.605
2566.445
2644.282

2747.648
2776.569
2976.599
3036.567
3080.993
3088.138
3229.711
3749.887
3818.467
4026.277

508.945
1983.866
599.283
243.003

70419.836
1693.614
784.745

20457.539
1319.055
1303.144

65039.543
2862.746

41462.324
7139.439
54155.898

94.554
5204.668
413.547

5564.598
34.511

65785.531
20.566

1632.497
591.939
980.766
11.008
7.368
7.615
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Fig.l. 232Th fission spectral
doublets.
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Fig.2. Distribution of power
spectral ratio for doublet I.
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Fig. 3. Distribution of power
spectral ratio for doublet II.

(Adapted from V.K. Madan e t a l . , N u c l . I n s t r . and Meth. A343 (1994)
616. Copyright 1994 - E l s e v i e r Sc ience B.V. )
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